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SYNERGY AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

by

Donald R. Conent

ABSTRACT

This paper proposes that a high-level artificial in-
telligencemay be constructedwithin the next few decades.
Develo~ents in computer hardware have occurred so rapidly
that herdware with greater memory and information-processing
speed then the human brain will probably be available in the
near future. New ideas are proposed involving the relation-
ship of intelligenceand consciousnessto physical systems,
probabilityanalysis as the fundamentalbasis for learning,
and the need for a heuristic approach to all levels of the
artificial-intelligenceproblem. A eimple logical method for
obtaining high reliabilitywithin the computer is analyzed.
Some of the propertiesassociated with natural intelligence
are also discussed.

It is proposed,that if artificial intelligenceis de-
veloped to a high level within the next several decades, the
result is likely to be more significant to society than any
other area presently under investigation.

.

I. INTRODUCTION

Any syetem, including our world, the animal

kingdom, the human race, United States society,

the family, or the individual,may be considered as

an active physical system subject to organized con-

trol, with the major goal and reward (for biologi-

cal systems, at least) being survival. Improved

organizationcan improve a system’s chances for

survival and increase the richness of that surviv-

al.

The instinctsand drives, social customs, in-

telligencecapabilities,value systems, etc., de-

rive from evolutionaryprocesses that tend to in-

crease the capacity for survival. Survival is thus

the only final arbiter of standardsof excellence.

The study of better ways of organizingand ex-

panding our control over our environment is essen-

tial for maximum successfuladvancementof our so-

ciety and race. Because no organizationcan stand

still without effectively falling behind as other

organizationscontinue to evolve, the greater a

system’s capacity for discovery, change, and

advancementt, the better are its chances for sur-

vival and success.

Research into organizationand control is a

field that will probably be near the center of so-

ciety’s real needs for a long time to come, and re-

sults from such research should have a continuing

impact upon society.

Artificial-intelligenceresearch (perhaps

better called simply intelligenceresearch) studies

the organizationand active interaction of infor-

mation, and the active control of physical pro-

cesses by information.

The most advanced and capable organizationsof

which we are aware are human individualsand the

advanced national and internationalsocieties.

These have a capacity for learning and for ai.gnifi-

cant advance through creative discovery. As a re-

sult of these capacities,high-level organization

and control has developed. Society’s knowledge and

culture have been maintained through the generations

because of the individual’scapacity to learn from

formal or informal teachers. The individual’s
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capacity for creative discovery without the aid of

a teacher has enabled society to advance its capa-

bility.

Amejor long-rangegoal, then, of artificfal-

intelligenceresearch is to develop computer sys-

tems to the point where they can be a major aid in

rapid creative discovery. Ultimately, advanced com-

puter systems should have access to a large part of

society’s knowledgeand should control directly

many aspects of experimentalresearch and of manu-

facturing.

Some advantages to be gained from this area of

research in the near future might be:

● less computer rigidity and broader scope to

optimize the amounts of work done by the com-

puter and the programer (to reduce the amount

of programer in~t required by the compiler in

setting up an adequate program in the basic

machine language),

. increased computer capability to accept in-

complete informationand determine how best

to complete the informationand continue the

program, or to communicatewhet is incomplete

and request additional information.

● greater numbers and types of properties

with which the computer can deal,

. optimized coding methods for storing infor-

mation so as to ease cross-referencingand in-

crease the data-storagecapacity of a given

memory,

9 optimized pattern-recognitionmethods for

picture processing,

● greater human language input that the

compter can “understand,!t

. increased computer capacity for carrying

out deductive logic,

. increased capacity for inductive logic,

. increased capability for self organiza-

tion,

. increased capability for judging impor-

tance through statisticalanalysia,

. increased capability for self-programning,

● increased capability for judging job pri-

orities,

. increased capability for pursuing advanc-

ed goals using more sophisticatedtechniques,

● new capacity to learn throughmeana other

than direct progransning.

Possible advantages to be gsined somewhat

later are:

InformationRetrieval. The large memory capac-

ities and high information-processingspeeds of

present computers could greatly aid in seaming

scientific’literature. Developments in this area

could enable the ccnpter to recognizebetter what

is being searched for; present techniquesare not

usually adequate for specifyingand identifyingthe

objects of the search. The most useful information-

retrieval systems will be capable of “conversing”

with users to make certain that requestsare well-

defined and “understood.”

If the computer could “understand”human lan-

guage input, much informationnow only so recorded

would be available for computer use without need

for human translation.

A conpter that understood human language

would also be more accessible to people who were

not trained in specializedcomputer languages.

Mechanical Translation. Translation from one

language to another requires that the translator

contain a reasonably intelligentmodel of the world

in order to reduce ambiguities in written text to

sensiblemeaning that can be translated into anoth-

er language.

Advanced Control of Experiments. If low-level

computers monitoredexperimentswithout human sur-

veillance, then access to an advanced computer

should provide higher-leveldecision capabilityat

critical points in the experiments.

Robot Development. Mechanized intelligentsys-

tems that operate in real time and at-ecapable of

motion and control in the environmentshould be use-

ful for work in areas where it might be inconve-

nient or dangerous to send a man. On unmanned

space-explorationmissions, such devices may make

the most efficient use of the meager capacity of

cotmnunicationchannels between Earth and distant

planets by reporting back only significantinfor-

mation.

Accelerated Instruction. The knowledge and

capability of the computermay readily be increased

once it has been given the capacity to understand

language and the ability to learn. Ilumanscan then

teach it more or less directly rather than through

laboriousand time-consumingdetsiled programing.

.

●
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Optimization. Research in artificial intelli-

gence, heuristics, significanceof information,

and optimizationof coding and procedures should

ultimately optimize the methoda used for solving

whole classes of problems,and the ways in which

the results are specifiedand interpreted.

Organization. Another important development

of artificial-intelligenceresearch should be

better organizationof informationor laowledge.

Ultimately, this should enable all of human knowl-

edge to be not only better organized,but also much

more systematicallysurveyed.

Learniniz.Artificial-intelligenceresearch

should lead to a better understandingof the vari-

ous levels and types of learning. Such understand-

ing may enable more effective teaching methods to

be developed. Furthermore,an understanding of

learning may provide some of the knowledge neces-

sary for understandingthe working of the human

brain.

Creative Discovery. The most advanced type of

learning involves discoveringnew important facts

without the aid of formal or informal teaching,

and formalizingthe new discoveriesby expressing

them in terms of characteristicscommon to one or

more classes of phenomena. The expression of facts

in terms of comnon characteristicsis the essence

of formalization. Advances in our understandingof

this area should increase our capability for new

discovery. Programing this capability into ad-

vanced computers should still further increase our

rate of advance.

Long-term major developmentsthat an advanced

artificial intelligencemight help with are:

● discovery of better defense systems for pro-

tection against enemy attack,

. developmentof microtechnologyso that

computer components can be packed to higher

density and have shorter cycle times, and so

that discoveriesat the molecular leve’1can

be made more rapidly thereby increasing

the rate of advance of molecular biology re-

search (such developmentsshould help cre-

ate advanced computer and control hardware

and help lengthen the human life span),

. discovery of methods for making high-

temperaturenuclear reactions occur under

controlled conditions so that not only

energy but transmutationof the elements

can be obtained (such developmentswould

improve the self-sufficiencyof our nation),

. research in psychology, sociology,and

anthropology to understand the directions

that organizationamong human beings should

take to increase the individual’sgeneral

satisfactionand capability. Such research

maY well be aided by developmentsin arti-

ficial-intelligenceresearch that clarify

the relationshipsamong goals, strength of

motivation, capability, success, and satis-

faction. A better understanding of the

logic of learningmay also help.

Most U. S. scientists seem to feel that the

developmentof a highly intelligentdevice is prob-

ably too difficult for the present generation.

Some reasons for this attitude may be that the rig-

id step-by-stepoperations of a computer seem far

removed from the concepts of consciousness,learn-

ing capability,and intelligentdecision making,

and that much regarding the logic and operation of

the human brain is still unknown. Furthermore,de-

velopment of intelligentdevices appears to be pro-
1

ceeding quite slowly.

However, a recent survey2’3 indicates that 35

out of 42 people engaged in artificial-intelligence

research estimated that 10 to 100 years would be re-

quired to develop a machine that could approximate

adult human standards of intellectual performance.

For the following reasons, I believe that

major advances toward the develo~ent and use of

artificial intelligenceare possible within the

next few decades. Developments in computer hard-

ware have occurred so rapidly that hardware with

greater memory and information-processingspeed

than the human brain will probably soon be avail-

able. Past barriers to software development should

be lowered by new ideas offered in this paper con-

cerning the relationship of conscious intelligence

to matter and the importance of probabilityanaly-

sis and multiple strategies for rapid learning. A

complete knowledge of the human brain’s organiza-

tion is not necessary for the development of arti-

ficial intelligenceif the bases for consciousness,

learning,and intelligenceare understood. Artifi-

cial-intelligenceprograms use techniques that can

be handled by existing computers, although some of

3



these techniquesare undevelopedbecause they are

seldom used for more conventionalprograms.

IX. INTELLIGENCE

“Synergy” is the only word in our language

that refera to the behavior of a whole system un-

predicted by the separatelyobserved behavior of

its parts, according to R. BucIaninsterFuller.
4

One example where a synergisticviewpoint is

important is the storage of information. The in-

formation that can be associated with one bit or

with many random bits is very small. However, a

great deal of informationcan be associated with a

moderate number of bits properly organized relative

to some specific coding system.

When consideringthe intelligenceof a system,

one must take a synergisticapproach because intel-

ligence is a property that arises from the organiza-

tion within the system. That is, one would not

predict the intelligentbehavior of the brain or of

a device from a study only of the propertiesof its

elements.

We consider, therefore,a whole system inter-

acting with its environment.

The momentary physical condition of a system

we will call its “state.” Of the interactionbe-

tween a system and its environment,the “input”

will refer to environmentalaction on the system

and the “output” will refer to the system’s re-

sponse which is determined by the input and the

state taken together.

If a system has a certain chemicalmakeup and

a certain external physicalmakeup, appropriate

organizationwithin the system may bring about re-

sponses to the environmentwhich would cause cer-

tain types of events to occur more often in the en-

vironment then random statisticswould predict.

Such types of events we will call the “goals” of

the system.

A system that achieves goals by taking into

account one or more propertiesof the environment

is said to “model” its environment. An environ-

mental model or “world model” is thereforean in-

ternal organizationthat corresponds to one or more

external properties. A comprehensivemodel takes

into account many environmentalproperties. A suc-

cessful model takes into account the most impor-

tant properties for achievement of the system’s

goals.

The correspondencebetween an internal condi-

tion representingsome property and that external

property we will call the “code.” The external

property is the “information”that the internal

condition represents.

An advanced system may manipulate its environ-

ment so as to also store informationexternallyas,

for instance, a human being does by setting down

Ideas in writing.

Now, all physical systems including those at

O°K are active to some degree. Even the most pas-

sive system modifies highly active processes im-

pinging upon it. Although we do not speak of in-

active physical systems, we may speak of inactive

informationassociated with physical systems.

Informationis “active” when it is involved in

output-inputprocesses and “inactive”when associ-

ated with a quiescentmacroscopic stste of a system.

Informationassociatedwith the input of a cer-

tain device will tend to control the responses of

that device. Thus, active informationrepresents

control over active physical processes.

“.Intelli~ence”might be consideredss the or-

ganized control of the active processes of a system

which brings about goal achievementby taking into

account one or more”propertiesof the enviromnent.

Higher intelligencewnuld be associatedwith

systems having more sophisticatedworld models snd

diverse abstract goals. TO the extent that stored

inactive informationwill later be used to control

active devices, this informationrepresentsa latent

addition to the intelligenceof a system.

Fundamentally,“information”or “meaning” in-

volves correspondenceor relationshipsbetween

things. Within any broad language,there is no

absolute foundationor set of elements in terms of

meaning. In all of our logic and definitions there

is an inherent circularity (even in set theory)

such that any set of elements chosen as a working

basis in terms of which all other things are de-

fined may still, in fact, be definable in terms of

other things not included in the elementary set.

There may, however, be correspondencesthat

aasociate words within a language with things out-

side the language. Thus, for any language to

.

.
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relate to the outside world, there must be cor-

respondencesassociating some of the elements of

the language to propertiesof the outside world.

me meaning of the word “red” might be taken as a

reference to the sensationwithin one’s mind that

one mentally associateswith the word “red.” This

associationhaa been learned by means other than

definitionwithin the English language. Further-

more, the sensation of red autmsaticallyoccurs in

the minds of those who are not color blind when-

ever any of a certain set of physical conditions

occurs. Through the coding structure of our

bodies, the sensation of red represents the pres-

ence of ona or more of these physical conditions.

There are severalmajor aapects associated

with the informationcontained and used by an ac-

tive system:

. the scope of the informationcontained by

the system; i.e., the number and kinds of

physical propertiesrepresented,

. the scope of the interactionamong the

diverse kinds of information;i.e., the

amount and kinds of different information

actually caused to interact,

. the scope of informationalcontrol; i.e.,

the number and kinds of physical properties

that can be controlled,

. the completenessor directnesswith which

control over specific physical properties

can be established:

1. properties that the system can

control directly,

2. propertiesthat can be controlled

indirectly,

3. propertiesthat cannot be con-

trolled.

There are several levels of goala, one or more

of which may be inherent in the organizationof a

system:

. the compulsion to carry out one or more al-

gorithms,

. the compulsionto iterate a specific pro-

cedure until a certain result is achieved,

. the compulsion to try varioua of a set

of known proceduresuntil a certain result

is achieved,

. the compulsionto seek procedures for

obtaining some specific result more

quickly or more efficiently than is poss-

ible using known procedures.

Self-motivationis established in a system if

the order in which various subgoals are pursuad is

partly establishedby the system itself on the

basis of estimates of time required to solve each

aubproblemand the importance of the solution for

achieving major goala.

The existence of natural intelligenceand the

fact that some of it can be directly or indirectly

related to tha nature of the organism’s physical

constructionand operation lend confidence to the

idea thatartificial devices capable of intelligent

behavior can be developed.

Many properties that were formerly thought to

separateman intrinsicallyfrom other beings have

since been found to some extent in other forms. A

most important piece of evidence offered was that

only man was capable of languageusing involved

aementics. Recent work with a chimpanzee has shown

that this is not the case.
5

Metal-backed plastic

cutouts of different ahapea and colors were used as

worda to represent different objects. Some cutouts

representednames of people, colors, and things;

others prepositions,verbs, etc. The chimpanzee

using the cutouts seemed to show reasonable facility

in the understandingand constructionof language.

One area that has been examined in terms of

the informationallogic behind its construction is

the eye.
6,7

In scraespecies, informationis pro-

cessed within the eYe to such a remarkable extent

that the retina has an integrativecapacity rival-

ing that of the primate’s cortex.

The frog, which is primarily interested in

catching flying insects, has in its retina convex-

edge detectors,boundary detectors,moving or chang-

ing contraat detectors, and disasingdetectors that

respond to small moving objects.

Some mammals such as rabbits and squirrela

have high-level retinal responses. Others, such as

the primates and the cats, have high-level visual

responses only in the cortex.

The results of visual processingwith re~pect

to motion are fairly evident to man even at the

conscious level. One may look at a relatively still

scene and not notice smse animal that is in view.

If that animal suddenlymoves, one’s attention may

immediatelybe drawn to it.

5



The type of informationalprocessing just discussed

is built into the original structure of the orga-

nism rather thsn being obtained by learning. Thus,

a moderately high level of informationalprocess-

ing capability is initially prOgramnedintO complex

living organisms. Fairly complex behavior on the

part of living creatureswhich appears to be pre-

programmedwe call “instinct.”

Insects appear to develop and to behave al-

most entirely in accordancewith built-in re-

sponses. Manxnals,however, have developed the ca-

pacity for modifying their informationalorganiza-

tion to such an extent that learning is fundamental

to their developmentand behavior. Even in the

human brain, the most capable learning system yet

discovered, there ia extensivebuilt-in structure.8

We can think of the human brain as made up of

three main regions: the brain stem with ita reti-

cular formation, the rear parts of the cortex, and

the frontal lobes.

The brain stem regulates the energy level and

tone of the cortex, providinga stable basis for

the organizationof its various processes. The

reticular formation is particularlyimportant. It

controls wskefu.1.nessand gives the brain the abil-

ity to discriminatebetween importantand unimpor-

tant stimuli.

The rear parts of the cortex are primarily

concerned with analysia, coding, and storage of

information. The various areas of this region have

highly specific assignments. Different areaa are

responsible for the analyais of optic, acoustic,

cutaneous, and kinestheticstimuli. Each area has

a hierarchical organization: a pri=ary zone sorts

and records sensory information,a secondary zone

organizes the informationfurther, and finally, a

tertiary zone, where the data from different

sources overlap, combines all of the data to lay

the foundation for the organizationof behavior.

The frontal lobes deal with the fors&tion of

intentions and programs for behavior. They per-

form no sensory or motor functions. Sensation,

movement, perception,speech, and similar pro-

cesses remain entirely unimpaired even after severe

injury to these lobes. Intimatelyassociated with

the brain stem, including its reticular formation,

the frontal lobes serve to activate the brain,

regulating attention and concentration. Conplex

functions such as speech and writing involve many

separate parts of the brain working together.

III. WORLD-MODEL HIERARCHIES

The world model of a complex biological sys-

tem can be separated into several levels or hier-

archies. The cells of an animal’s body form sub-

systems that are able to generate certain codes of

response. Some’of this respmse takes the form of

nerve impulses that are sent on to the brain.

If we consider speech, the first level of re-

sponse ia the separationof the sound reaching the

ear into various component frequenciesowing to the

nature of the ear’s physical construction. The vi-

brations of the individual fibera in the ear rep-

resent a low code level in the hierarchy. The next

level involves electrical responses transmittedto

the brain to indicate which fibers are vibrating.

In the brain, the electrical responses received are

compared againat a code each element of which rep-

resents a model or image of important sets of

sounds combined in time. Further processing in-

volves sorting sounds into important categories,

groups of sound categories into words, groupa of

words into phraaes, and grcups of phraaes into the

overall meaning of the speech. At each higher

level, informationbecomes more general and more

abstract and occupies less apace in memory.

The value of the hierarchy is that it enables

important propertiesof the environmentwhich are

obscure at low coding levels to be constantlyab-

stracted so that their storage-capacityrequirement

ia minimized while their importance is emphasized.

A high-level intelligencewill incorporatea

learning capability. Such an intelligencecontinu-

ally improves its world model by generatingnew

hierarchies of information,coding, modeling, and

response.

A hierarchy ia already present in the hardware

of digital computer systems. Control units are con-

sidered to occupy a higher level than logic, arith-

metic, or memory units.

Information stored in memory is usually broken

down into twu categories: program and data. The

program acts primarily to direct the control units.

These units then determine the logic or arithmetic

devices and the memory-storage locations to be used.

The data act as directions to the logic and

.

,

.
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arithmetic devices, controllingwhat their output

will be. However, data also may direct the control

unit through conditionaljumps thatdepend upon the

nature of the data. The program is usually con-

sidered to be higher in the hierarchy than the

data.

Such a simple hierarchy approach to the memory

is satisfactoryfor conventionalcnmputer programs.

However, an artificial-intelligenceprogram usea

some techniquesnot often employed by conventional

programs. A moderately comprehensiveartificial-

intelligence programmust continuallychange its

own program, reallocate storage, use subroutines

that are capable of using themselves,generate new

codes for new hierarchies of information,decide

the value of pursuing a given line of investigation

on the basis of the problem’s importanceand the

time it ia likely to require, use a good strategy

to improve speed of discovery, generate new hypo-

theses based upon probabilityanalysis to give the

capacity for inductive reasoning, and pursue cer-

tain broad goals placed in the program as an over-

all control policy. The program should cause the

history of the most important decisions it made and

the data pertinent to each such decision to be re-

corded. When the interaction of the program and

the environment changes the environment, the pro-

gram, to be effective,must develop a model of it-

self to predict the future behavior of the environ-

ment. This self-modelingthen beccnnesa sort of
IIself awareness.” The historical record keeping

gives the program a “memory” of its past. The ten-

dency to satisfy broad program goals provides some

similarity to our internal drives or goals.

As a result, in artificial-intelligencepro-

graming, memory categoriesare not clesrcut. The

computer may spend some time operating on certain

informationas though it were data. Once the re-

sulting informationis properly organized, it nUIy

be used as program rather than as data. The arti-

ficial-intelligenceprogram will involve further

program hierarchiesin addition to those of the com-

puter hardware. Each hierarchymay have its own

code for both programsand data.

The overall program must be able to optimize

the type of code used for various hierarchies as

further informationbecomes available. A code

should be so designed that cmmuonly used types of

information take up the least memory capacity per

unit of stored information,whereas rarer types

are allowed more capacity per unit of information.

For instance, one finds a and e more commonly used

than x or y in the English language. This fact

should be considered in optimally storing English

information.

When certain types of programs are connnonly

used in many larger programs, the basic programs

become subroutines for other programs. A reference

or program call to this subroutinebecomes a higher-

level program code than the code of the subroutine

itself. The higher-level program codes can be op-

timized, depending on one’s choice of programs to

be used as basic subroutines. This capability for

program-codeoptimizationmust also be programed

into the artificial intelligence. Optimization de-

pends upon the relative frequencywith which cer-

tain kinds of programs are used and thus depends

upon the nature of the environment. Time is the

competitor of memory in terms of optimization. One

should try to strike a reasonablebalance here.

A spectrum of levels from the more abstract

down to those dealing directly with the environment

is necessary for “world model” behavior. As an ex-

ample, programs for computer translationof one lan-

guage to another are not nearly so effective as

human translationbecause there is no world model

concept of the meaning of the words in the computer

program. In a high-level world model, there are

many diverse properties and experiencesassociated

with any given idea.

In a computer, one would expect to have a great

deal of cross-referencingamong related sets of da-

ta to allow for high levels of association. Also

required would be programing that allowed the in-

telligence to construct at various levels the prop-

erties associated with a given idea. This allows

for a sort of internal visualization to aid in

thinking.

A hierarchy can be much more flexible in a very

large computer then in the brain. An artificial in-

telligence can be broken up into individuallyin-

telligent subsystems each of which attacks a dif-

ferent problem. Hardware and programing can be sup-

plied to each subsystem as required by its individ-

ual problem. A higher level would then act to co-

ordinate the overall system.
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IV. CONSCIOUSNESS

So far we have dealt with the intelligentbe-

havior associatedwith systems. The questfOn of

whether they are conscious or not is another matter.

Conscious existence ie often conceived as a quality

of the soul or as the soul’s nature and being.

Each person can tell whether he himself is con-

scious, but cannot directly test whether others are

conscious or not. Because other’s external re-

actions are similar to his, and becauae their struc-

tural makeup is similar, each person usually as-

sumes that other people alao have this quality.

Because we can never know whether a being separate

from ourselves is conscious or not, all we can do

is rely on external evidence to help direct our be-

liefs on this matter.

Now, in turning our interest to consciousness

we are more interested in the meaning associated

with physical processes than with the processes

themselves. Physical systems simply provide the

physical means for informationinteraction. The

active interactionof informationwhich brings

about the achievement of complex goals by taking

into account a aubatantialnumber of important

environmental properties is associatedwith high

intelligence. We might, therefore,make the follow-

ing asaumptiona:

. The intensity of consciousnessis the

amount of activity associated with the sys-

tem’s interactinginformation.

● The intelligencelevel of consciousness

ia the extent of world-model levels and di-

versity of goala and propertiesassociated

with the ayatem’s interactinginformation.

The consciousnesso~ a system taken as a whole is

therefore assumed to be greater than that of the in-

dividual parts.

Now we are in a position to discuss the con-

scious versus the subconsciousaspects of the hu-

man brain. The consciousmind ia a large, high-

intelligence-levelsubsystem of the brain which is

fairly active when the brain is awake. Let us la-

bel the consciousmind A, and a small, low-intelli-

gence-level subsystem that fulfills the duties of

an automatic subroutineB. A may decide to aend an

activation conmmnd (a narrow amount and quality of

information)to B. B then proceeds with its usual

task without continuallyreturning informationto

A. Because A ia not involved in interacting

strongly with information received from B, A haa

little “awareness of B and its activities except

indirectly through observationsof the results of

the subroutine’sactions.

In the brain there are many regions of activ-

ity tiich are not involved in a high rate of infor-

mational interactionwith the highly intelligent

and active subsystem we call the conaciouamind.

As a result, the consciousmind has little aware-

ness of these regions which we classify together as

the subconsciousmind.

Another aspect of the brain even more clearly

emphasize the fact that active informationinter-

action is the key to consciousnessor awarenesa.

The human brain is actually a double organ consis-

ting of right and left hemispheres connectedby a

narrow region of nerve tiaaue called the corws

calloaum. If the connectionbetween the two halves

ia cut, each hemisphere functions independentlyas

if it were a complete brain.g Each half appeara to

be capable of advanced mental functionsand to lmve

ita own sphere of consciousness. Each half ia un-

aware of what the other half ia thinking. Brain-

biaected humans are able to carry out two tasks as

faat as a normal person can do one, and a split-

brained monkey has been shown capable of dealing

with nearly twice as much informationaa a nonsal

anims1.

When active informationinteractionbetween

two brain halves is stopped, they ceaae to act aa a

unified conscious system and begin to behave aa two

separatelyconscious systems.

A “unified conaciouaneaa”is therefore to be

associated with a set of active elements of infor-

mation which are capable of much interaction. A

unified consciousnessis associated not only with a

given system, but also with all of the other sys-

tems with which it actively exchanges information.

On the basis of the theory just given, a fami-

ly, a nation, or the human race as a whole each has

some consciousness.

The rate of informationalinteractionamong

humans is, of course, much lower then the rate of

informationalinteractionwithin one human brain.

Therefore the intensity of consciousnessof a group

of human beings is much lower than that of an in-

dividual. However, the intelligencelevel of the

group is equal to or greater than that of the in-

dividual.
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Just one example of interactionamong humans

which leads to greater intelligenceia the follow-

ing. Consider two people trying to remember a

third person’sname. One person might finally re-

mark that he thinks a person’s name begins with a

z. This may suddenlycause the other person to ex-

claim “Ezra! His name is Ezra Wilson!” Without

the somewhat distorted cue of the first person, the

second might never have recalled the name. Certain-

ly it would have taken him more time. Human inter-

action often speeds progress both in the field of

ideas and in the field of events.

Thus, we see thatthe human race representsa

super-intelligentsystem with a rather low inten-

sity of conaciousnesa. Its basic unit of activity

ia the individualhuman being. Its active memory

is the total memory of the race, and its latent

memory is the history of the race. Ita great capa-

bility is a result of the organizationof human so-

ciety.

Let us now return to our discussion of the

human brain. Informationenters the brain simul-

taneously throughmany channels. For expeditious

activity of the brain, the many motor programs

should not interferewith one another in the pro-

cess of their execution. In the brain, two simul-

taneous activitiesmay not be able to proceed with-

out some loss in the effectivenessof each. This

would be particularlytrue of two or more complex

activities each of which required the use of the

same area of the brain for part of their processing.

The system must also be prepared for an immediate

change of the operating programs because of new,

more powerful stimuli entering from other channels.

In a very complex system, there must be a pro-

gram for switchingamong the various channels of

sensed informationand motor programs. This func-
10tion is associatedwith consciousnessin men.

This particularaspect of the brain’s conscious-

ness might be called its attention control.

The attention control increases the activity

of one of many channels along which informationmay

enter in any given moment. This amplificationis

probablymost directly controlledby the reticular

formation. Amplificationof one channel ca~t

generallybe maintained for an extensive period.

The mechanism appeara to be such that the amplifying

system rapidly gathers “strength” snd can then

return to the former channel. This method of op-

eration guarantees rapid evaluation of the signifi-

cance of new informationentering the system so

that switching to a different activity programmay

occur because of the new evaluation.

There are several types of brain memory avail-

able to the conscious and subconsciousminds. Prop-

erties from events are usually stored in a “short

term” memory. Either a great significanceattached

to some property or a great many repetitionsare re-

quired to transfer the property to “long term” mem-

ory.

A single event is stored in consciousmemory

only if it is ao significant that some of its prop-

erties reach the highest levels and are there con-

sidered important. In general, conscious memory is

filled by the higher levels and subconsciousmemory,

by the lower levels.

Higher-level learning involves the relation-

ship between the.conscious and the subconscious

mind in humans. Consider a musician starting to

play a new piece of music. At first he consciously

devotes his attention to each new series of notes

as they appear on the sheet before him. If he in-

tends to memorize the music, he plays it over and

over. Eventually, the effort of playing the notes

requires less and leas of his conscious attention

until the time comes when he can think about other

things, such aa going fishing, while his fingera

seem to play the music by themselves. This frees

his highest levels of thinking. He can now devote

his attention, if he wishes, to carefully adding

nuances to the rendition which make the piece sound

better without his mind’s being impeded by all of

the complicationsinvolved in trying to consciously

think which notes are coming next.

In the process just discussed, the overall re-

sources of the brain are used to develop a routine.

Once this routine is developed, it must be repeated

over and over again because this is a primary method

that the brain uses to place information in long-

term memory. Once recorded, this routine becomes a

subroutine that the mind can set into motion when

it wishes. The subroutine is then a useful addition-

al tool available to the conscious mind. Once the

subroutinehas been set into motion, the conscious

mind is free to pursue other activities simultaneous-

ly with the parallel subconsciousrunning of the



subroutine. This subroutinemay have several entry

pol.nta,but it is not stored aa random accesa infor-

mation. If the musician stops part way through the

piece he will not usually be able to start again at

the exact point where he left off. Instead he will

return to an earlier point in the piece which he

remembers how to start and will begin from that

point. He will then be able to pass through the

point where he had previously stopped as the sub-

conscious subroutineautomaticallyproceeds.

The subconsciousthus representa the operation

of various lower-levelthinking processes simulta-

neously in parallelwith upper-level thinking pro-

cesses. The separationbetween the two prevents

the upper levels from being overly cluttered by the

lower levels. The upper levels are left much more

time to evaluate abstract ideas free from the auto-

mstic processes that have been developed in the

past to deal with the vast number of everyday taska.

Unfortunately for us, the human brain has made

insufficient provision for bringing informationdis-

covered at the subconscious levels up to the con-,

scious level when requested. To understand this,

note that one can innnediatelyrecognize a friend

when he enters the room without being able to re-

call the details of his features from conscious

memory. The subconsciousmemory has a catalogue of

important aspects of hia featurea which allows the

subconsciousmind to “recognize”him. The code

specifying the friend is sent to higher levels with-

out the details originallyused for hia identifi-

cation. There are many specific differencesbe-

tween the facial featurea of men and women which

allow one to know that a given face is masculine or

fead.nine.Yet, consciously,one may have only the

vaguest idea about these differences. Most people

cannot recognize the absolute pitch of a musical

tone. Yet, at lower levels, this information is

present but not passed on to the conscioVs mind.

Artificial intelligenceneed not be nearly so

limited in its awareness as is the human mind. Ev-

ery part of its memory and active hardware can be

made available to its highest-levelprograms for ex-

amination or use. As a result, any informationcan,

in theory, interact with any other information if

the need arises.

Various subroutineamay be used by the intelli-

gence as automatic subconacfoussubroutinesmost of

the time. However, if the intelligencedecides to

examine any one of its subroutinesso that it may

be improved, the intelligencecan simply make a

copy of the subroutineelsewhere in memory, examine

and modify it, then replace the old by the new ver-

sion. Further, it can examine any subroutine’sop-

eration at any point using careful procedures so

that the observationdoea not radically interfere

with the subroutine’soperation.

Parallel hardware systems can be so designed

that the operation of one does not significantly

interferewith the sumultaneouaoperation of an-

other. Furthermore,if two different complex pro-

cesses require uae of the same subroutine,copies

can be sent to the relevant hardware associated

with each. Such duplication preventa logical inter-

ference between many types of complex processes.

More memory, more active hardware, and greater

speed may ultimately give solid-stateartificial in-

telligenceeven further advantages in awarenesa or

consciousness. The overall control.in the digital

devices will probably be somewhat different from

that in the brain. The brain’a control has more of

an analogue character. Rether than increasingor

decreasing the level of activity associated with

any given problem, the artificial intelligencewill,

in most cases, probably either continue a given pro-

cess or avenue of investigationif the result seems

worthwhile in the light of other demands, or it

will discontinue the particularactivity. For a

very broad important problem, however, the intelli-

gence may aasign more or less hardware, program,

and memory aa solution of the problem seems to re-

quire.

For the normal continuous stream of input data,

lower-levelprogramswill generally act as screens.

Only informationdeemed importantat that level for

further evaluation will normally be sent to a high-

er level. Any request sent down from a higher lev-

el will be filled as soon as feasible,however.

In computers,we are not restricted to a hard-

ware long-termand short-termmemory that corres-

ponds to biological systems. We may allow the pro-

gram to decide how long a given type of information

should be stored. The informationmay then be

stored without a great deal of repetitionas is the

caae in man. When the time is up, the information

can be again considered for its value and then
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erased if further etorage does not seem sufficient-

ly important. The mechanics of the human brain re-

quire conscious high-level repetition to atore ob-

scure facts of little emotional content. If the

fact i.sdeemed important,a computer can store it

readily. “Forgetting”becomes a much more controll-

able act in a computer. It amounts to controlled

erasing.

Note that consciousnesshas not in this dis-

cussion been associated directly with the learning

capability. Rather, consciousnessdepends upon an

active world model associated with a given system.

The learning capability is a tool that en-

ables a given system to improve the level of its

own world model. Smne systems, such as the insects

have obtained their world models primarily through

biological evolution. This involves slow develop-

ment over many lifetimes. There is reason to be-

lieve that even insects may have significantcon-

sciousness associatedwith their mental processes

although they do not appear to have much capacity

for learning

v. LEARNING

There are many categoriesand levels of learn-

ing. Here we shall discuss a few aspects.

Direct programing of a computeris an example

of a low-level learning process because it involves

giving the com~ter new perfectly organized infor-

mation that can be used to solve new problems. In-

formationmay be acquired directly as just dis-

cussed, or indirectlythrough statisticalanalysis

of somewhat random input information. If a statis-

tical analysis is required, the learning process is

considered somewhatmore advanced than learning in-

volving only direct input of well-orderedand ac-

curate information. A statisticalanalysis also en-

ables the system to evaluate input information for

“errors” on the basis of relative frequency of oc-

currence of various types of information in the

past. Furthermore,many propertiesare statistical

in nature, and some of them can be observed only by

applying statisticalanalysis tO input information.

Direct learning requires a very accurate teacher to

ensure that all input informationis accurate,

orderly, and meaningful to the learner. Indirect

or statisticallearning does not always require the

aid of a teacher. Statisticalanalyais ia alao the

basis for inductive reasoning and often for judging

the relative importance of various things.

Recognizing that learning may either be direct

or involve a statisticalinterface, one scheme that

might be used to partition learning into several

categories is the following:

(1) Learning old facts, procedures,and theories

by accepting a specified and perhaps ordered col-

lection of known properties or procedures as a

group along with a label assigned to the group.

(a) New definitions increase language

capability;

(b) New algorithm complexes increase pro-

cedural capability;

(c) New events increase historical knowledge.

(2) Inductive (or creative) discovery of new

knowledge without the intermediaryaid of a formal

or informal teacher, or the sole aid of formal de-

duction from past well-known information.

(3) The conversion of inductively learned know-

ledge into a formalism.

(a) One example is an heuristic approach to de-

velop a deductive proof leading from previous know-

ledge to the inductivelynewly discovered knowledge.

(b) New knowledge that logically extends be-

yond previously known facts and theories may be

formalizedby discovering the simplest, smsllast

number of new definitionsand proceduresand deter-

mining the largest number of characteristicsin

conmon with old knowledge and procedureswhich may

be used as a basis for encompassingthe new know-

ledge.

(c) Models based upon complexes of previously

known information can be developed to yield prop-

erties in agreement with the new information. This

is one method for determining characteristicsin

comnon between the old and new information.

We will now discuss some details relevant to

machine learning.

“Algorithm” is used to mean any procedure that

can be carried out by a mechanical device according

to fixed rules without requiring human intervention

to supply intelligent initiative or decision at some

point.

Computers are thus mechanisms that carry out

mechanically, step by step, the procedures or algo-

rithms prOgramned into them. The actual carrying out

of a procedure representedby an algorithm is not
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what we normally mean by reasoning deductively,al-

though one can deduce from the circuitry, the last

state, and the program what phyai.calstate should

occur next.

Deductive logic involves the grouping together

of “things” into sets by specifying the properties

to define each act. If one statement indicates

that a given set is empty and another statement

indicates that the same set is nonempty, the two

statement are said to conflict logicallywith each

other. “Premises”are given indicating that some

aeta are either empty or nonempty. Any statement

that doea not conflict with the premises and adda

no further informationabout the sets is deductive-

ly in agreement with the premises. If a statement

gives informationabout the sets different from

that given by the premises and doea not conflict

with the premises, then it is not deductively re-

lated to the premises. “Validity” is a relation-

ship between the premises and a conclusion.

“Truth” is a relationshipbetween the statements

and the real world outside the argument.

Com~ters are readily programed to solve lim-

ited problems in deductive logic more quickly than

a human being can solve them. NevertheIeas,solu-

tions to problems involving a moderate number of

initial premises or axioms may prove difficult,ss

is seen from the fact that there can be 2
2n

sub-

sets of a set having n specified classea. One then

reaches the point where it may be useful to turn to

heuristic methods to decide which type of possible

deductive path might be most likely to unite the

conclusion or theorem with the premises or axioma.

“Heuristicmethods” are strategies that do not

alweya succeed, but often lead to short cuts. These

strategies are suggestedby the success of similar

maneuvers in problems attacked previously. One

tries to develop criteria from past successes for

judging which of many possible avenues @ll most

likely lead to a reasonablyquick useful result.

Thus, heuristicmethods are determinedby inductive

reasoning. Inductive logic is in some senses a

much broader problem than that preaented by deduc-

tive logic.

Probability lies at the heart of inductive lo-

gic. If certain propertiesassociatedwith a series

of events have a high probabilitycorrelation,then

eventa having these propertiesmay be grouped

together and claaaified with a label that la called

the “name” of that class of events. The discovery

of high probabilitycorrelation is the first level

of inductive logic. The second level involvea

basing one’s behavior on the assumption that future

events will continue to ahow the same probability

for the property correlationunder consideration.

A third level invoIves the discovery of a relative-

ly simple model that yields about the same prob-

ability expectation for the specific property corre-

lation. If this level can be attained, the scien-

tific method becomes involved. The fourth level in-

volves deducing some other property of the model

which might yield a probabilityexpectation to be

tested againat future events. One then modifies

one’s behavior so as to test this new property. If

the predictionagrees well with the environmental

behavior examined, one begina to rely more heavily

on the model in future planning.

We should note that the word “probability”has

several differentmeanings. Probability can be re-

garded as:

1. the relative frequencyof occurrenceof an

event in a large number of trials;

2. a result that can be deduced from the more

primitive notion of equal likelihood;

3. the degree of certainty of the observer.

In connectionwith definition one, it is fm-

portant that the data examined tend toward a limit

as the number of events considered is increased.

Only for such a condition is probabilitytheory

very informative (See the Appendix).

The first level of inductive reasoning involves

the first definition of probability;the fourth

level involves definitionNo. 2 in the deductive

process, definition No. 1 for the testing, and

definitionNo. 3 in connection with one’s reliance

upon the model in future planning and reasoning.

The use of models (theories)to discover more

about reality is a heuristic method. It enables

one to discover further properties of the world

more rapidly without spending such excessive time

in the random trial and error techniqueas is often

encounteredat the first level of inductive reaaon-

ing.

We note that the firat and second levels have

been used most extensively in the past for learning.

Deductive reasoning from models is less often

.

.
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encountered. Only recently has systematicuse of

the scientificmethod come into such general use.

If one is faced with a very large number of

possibilitiesto examine in either inductive or de-

ductive logic problems,he will have to decide

which possibilitiesto investigate first. One then

aPplies inductive reasoning to past methods tried

for solving similar problems. Those that were most

successfulare modified to fit the present situa-

tion and are used as a basis for reaching a de-

cision. Thus, decisionmaking should reach into

the highest realms of logical reasoning. It must

be admitted, however, that not all human decisions

have a good logical foundation.

Because inductive reasoning 1s fundamentalto

learning, we will first direct ourselves to this

problem. Primarily,all of the logic involved con-

cerns discovery and use of properties. Probability

correlation are made among certain properties. If

a high correlationis obtained, a new, important,

higher-level propertymay have been found. Behav-

ior may then be modified taking advantage of this

new discovery. Probabilitiesrepresentmagnitudes

that should be examined by data-analyzingsubrou-

tines. If various propertiescan be ordered di-

mensionally on the basic of their probabilities,

then the dimensionalmagnitudes can also be exam-

ined by data-analyzingsubroutines. These subrou-

tines are pattern-recognitionroutines that attempt

to discover different characteristicsor properties

of dimensionelizeddata. The resulting properties

are of a higher level then the original dimension-

ally ordered set.

If several different properties tend to be

strongly associatedwith each other, the computer

msY assl.gn a label to that set. That aet may then

be treated as an object in later evaluations. It

IMY be discovered that other typee of objects have

a few propertiesin common with the given object.

A label may then be assigned to the set of proper-

ties ccmnon to the varioua objects, thus defining

a class. Here “class” actually has essentially the

same meaning as “object.” An object is assumed to

occupy a lower level of abstraction then a class,

however.

Here we already see the need for incorporating

deductive logic into the programing. The computer

must be capable of adhering to the rules of set

theory when it constructs a hierarchy of important

sets of properties.

Depending upon the nature of a property, a

O or a 1 may be stored to represent the momentary

absence or presence of that property, or several

bits may be used to store a magnitude associated

with that property. The actions of subroutines

themselvesare also properties. Anything may be

representedby a label and operated upon as an ele-

ment of a set. Labeling and appropriate crosa-

referencingthus become an important pert of the

overall program task.

Data-analyzing subroutinesapplied to n-dimen-

sional data would be capable of discovering the

nature of any m-dimensionalboundaries where m < n,

as well as the magnitudes of the measures associat.

ed with the various bounded spaces. Derivatives,

periodicities,similaritiesthrough rotation or

expansion, discontinuities,roots, or any other

coamnonlyemployed propertieswould be made avail-

able in the form of data-analyzingsubroutines.

The order in which the subroutineswere ap-

plied to the data would depend upon the data cate-

gory; the number of subroutinesapplied would de-

pend u’ponthe importance of the data as determined

by higher levels in the artificial-intelligencepro-

gram.

Very importantmanagement items to be pro-

gramed early into any artificial-intelligencepro-

gram are memory transfer, storage, and cross-refer-

encing. Those data most likely to be used next

should be placed in the fast memory, and other data

should be properly assigned to the other types of

memory on the same basis. The program should make

data shifting and control fairly easy. When new

informationmust be inserted into an already ex-

isting list, time is saved by simply removing a

word, inserting a jump instruction to an empty

memory segment, storing the removed work in the

first empty storage location,adding the further

information,then putting in a jump back to the in-

sert position in the old list. When too many of

these loops have been introduced and clutter the

memory with jumps that take time to execute, the

memory can be given a major readjustment to remove

them. Because any number of words in memory can

referenceback to some specific location, logical

cross-referencingcan be made rich withuut the
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problems associatedwith physical connections to a

single point.

Behavior-modificationproceduresmust be pre-

sent in the initial program. Various subroutines

are written which can discover through probability

correlation the various classes of properties

which we have discovered to be important to in-

telligent understanding. A complementaryset of

subroutinesmay also be written. Each member of

the complementaryset is associatedwith at least

one of the subroutinesthat discover properties.

The complementaryroutine is based on the class of

property discovered, and automaticallyadds to the

computer new instructionsthat would be logically

required by the discovery of another member of this

property clasa. This, then, is a basis for ad-

vanced machine learning.

The artificial-intelligenceprogrammed either

be given an artificial environment representedby

another program that interacts with it or it maY

be allowed to interact with our real environment

during various parts of its learning process. The

intelligencemust be allowed to have some output

that affects the environment in order to learn how

to exert ecxnecontrol over its environment. Only

aa it is able to observe its own ability to affect

the environmentwI1l it develop a concept of itself

as an important factor. Intelligencestrives pri-

marily to control with the aid of observationand

discovery. The last twn propertiesare not usually

the primary aim.

Ultimately, the environmentmust contain

either artificial or natural intelligencesthat

cause the key artificial intelligenceto learn that

it la not alone in having the capacity to think.

Just as it uses symbolism or code in its modeling

and thought processes, the intelligencemust be cap-

able of readily discoveringthe use of external

codes called language for communicationwith other

intelligences. Once this step has been achieved,

men will be in a much better position to conxnuni-

cate with and teach the intelligence.

Hopefully, in the reasonablynear future, an

overall learning program can ba developed which can

be taught a view of the three spatial dimensions

and one time dimension of our world and the concept

of interactingwith us through the medium of natur-

al language. After trying to develop in it

concepts of how to manipulate objects in the physi-

cal world to achieve goals, it would be useful to

start teaching the program abstract concepts that

we find useful in dealing with the physical world.

This is a process much like teaching a human. The

real goal is to develop a program that discovers

and learns faster and remembersmore.

Finally, if a high level of thought is ob-

tained, the artificial intelligenceshould be

taught about the basic theory behind its program

and be allowed to examine all but the goal segments

of its own program. This allows the total program

to focus its facultieson smell segments that it

perhaps can modify and improve as it learns more

about its own operation. Once this level has been

obtained, the programmsy be able to take over and

improve itself faster than we can improve it. This

is a major goal, at any rate. This possibility

points out the importanceof not spending excessive

human effort in over-developingany given area at

the expense of early overall artiffcial-intelli-

gence development. Once sufficientlyadvanced, the

intelligencemight advance all of the areas much

faster and more thoroughly then we could develop

any given area.

Learning in the brain preaumsblyalso involves

the discovery of high probabilitycorrelations.

This process appears, however, to be much more

closely related to the memory mechanism than is re-

quired in computers.

In the brain, we may have around 10
10

nerve

cells called neurons. The neuron’s output is con-

ducted along a fiber called its axon which splfta

up into many branches that contact other neurons

through junctions called synapses. There may be

several hundred connections to a given neuron.

When one neuron fires, an impulse reaches

followingneurons. If the total im~lse received

by a given neuron frmn other neurons exceeds a cer-

tain thresholdvalue, the neuron fires. Because a

neuron is either firing or is not, a significant

part of the brain’s operations is based upon an

“on-off” system.

Repeated use can change the magnitude of the

effect upon the followingneuron of an impulse cross-

ing a given synapse. Thresholds can also undergo

change. Frequent use of such mechanisms may make it

easier to reestablishpatterne of impulses which

.

I

. I
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involve certain synapses. This would cause some

memory to be associatedwith frequencyand total

amount of use.

,. The number of times a given pattern is fired

or illuminateddepends upon the probability that

the event causing that pattern will occur. If one

neuron is connected to many of the other neurons

associatedwith a given pattern, the firing of the

pattern causes that neuron to fire. The eingle

neuron then becomes a higher-levelrepresentative

or code symbol for that pattern. A high proba-

bility for simultaneousfiring of different neurona

at the higher code levels may improve the weights

of the synapses comecting them.

Thus, in the brain it seems very likely that

probabilityanalysis and memorization are closely

intertwined for the long-termmemory. This makes

lower-level inductive reasoning or learning based

on probabilityan inherent part of the brain’s op-

eration.

VI. COMPUTER LEARNING EXAMPLE

This outline example is given not because it

is highly practical,but because it illustrates

some things that can be used in lower-level learn-

ing.

We shell consider presentinga certain envir-

onment to an artificial-intelligenceprogram that

has no initial knowledge of the nature of its en-

vironment. Various important properties of the en-

vironment will each be represented by a one-bit lo-

cation in the input storage of the artificial-in-

telligence program. The order of these storage lo-

cations has no particularmeaning relative to the

physical characteristicsof the outside world. The

increased or decreased “satisfaction”of the in-

telligencewill be made to coincide with the oc-

currence of certain moderately abstract events in

the environment. Certain relativelyabstract out-

put frem the intelligencecan control its environ-

ment to some degree so that an indirect control of

its satisfactioncan be acquired.

The intelligenceprogram’s problem is to dis-

cover as many important properties of the outside

world representedby the input data aa it can, in

order to discover a way to consistentlyincrease

its satisfactionthrough appropriatecontrol over

the environment.

We shall now specify more details of the prob-

lem. Two-dimensionalvisual pictures and one-di-

mensional aural frequencieswill be coded into

randomly mixed binary bits before being read into

the intelligenceprogram. Pictures of an A or a B

with constantly changing two-dimensionalorienta-

tions and sizes will be used. One aural frequency

will be associated with an A, and another with a B.

Just before an A picture is shown, an A aural fre-

quency will occur. Before a B is shown, ita aural

frequencywill be sounded. Whenever an A or a B

frequency is not being sounded by an external en-

vironmental program, the output from the intelli-

gence will be randemlymixed and fed back into it

ae aural input. The goal given the computer will

be to increase the numerical value in a certain

memory location. The external program will change

this value at random times. If a vi.aualA is being

shown, the satisfactionvalue will be increased; if

a visual B is being shown, the value will be de-

creased.

The informationconversionswill be done by

the external environmentalprogram. It will repre-

sent the picture first as a square-orderedarray of

O’s and 1’s correspondingto white and black spots.

The initial set of aural input information

might be a string of O’s, a 1, and a repetition for

several cycles. With each new input, the 1’s could

be shifted to the left 1 position. The whole

would be subject to a periodic boundary condition

that would generate a new 1 at the right as a 1 dis-

aPPeared at the left. The sound frequency could be

changed by changing the spacing between 1’s.

The bits from these two ordered binary arrays

are then randomly mixed together. The mapping of

the old order to the new is retained so that all

subsequent information is scrambled in the same

way. The original rand.mumapping between the output

and aural input is also retained throughout the ex-

periment. Thus, a given input or output storage lo-

cation within the artificial-intelligenceprogram

will always correspond with the same property in

the environment.

The final duty of the external program is to

show pictures of a visual A whenever the output

from the intelligenceprogram is such that it maps

over to the aural input frequency for A, and to
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show a B whenever the program reads out the code

for a B frequency.

It must be emphasized that the true input to

the intelligenceprogram ia a hybrid obtained by

mixing the aural and visual inputs together.

We note that by starting with a square visual

array we have already simplified the problem rela-

tive to similar ones found in nature. The more

general problem can be handled, however, using a

more comprehensiveprogram. Our simple solution

here will not be entirely adequate for more random

arrangements of the visual receptors.

The first step taken by the intelligence

should be the orderly application of various proba-

bility-analysisroutines to the data to discover

important properties. An obvious check would be to

find the average number of O’s and 1’s in each

storage location. Such a check would permit innne-

diate sorting of the data into two groups corre-

sponding with the visual and aural groups.

To understand the basis for sorting and order-

ing dimensional data, consider the following ex-

ample actually run on a computer. The infer-,

mation analyzed was a viauel square array with 11

bita on a side. Ten thousand pictures of a rec-

tangle that was allowed translationaland rotation-

al movement off the screen and back on were read in

to a probability-analyaissubroutine. Of this 121-

position array, we shall look at results for the 13

positions below:

(6, 8)

(5, 7) (6, 7) (7, 7)

(4, 6) (5, 6) (6, 6) (7, 6) (8, 6)

(5, 5) (6, 5) (7, 5)

(6, 4)

These 13 positions represent the original picture

order before scrambling. The program first de-

termined the percentageof times that positions

(x, y) and (6, 6) gave the same value. The re-

sults were:

0.84

0.88 0.92 0.88

0.83 0.91 1.00 0.92 0.84

0.88 0.92 0.88

0.84 .

We see that the probabilitiesisssediatelybroke up

into clusters or groupa having probabilitiesof

around 1.00, 0.92, 0.88, and 0.84. Excluding point

(6, 6), the nearest neighbors of this point fall in-

to the highest probabilitygroup. The next-nearest

neighbors fall into the next group. Because group

separationsare most distinct for those nearest to

the reference point, it becomes necessary to take

other reference points for similar correlations.

If the data had been randomized, the program

would have been able to determine the nearest neigh-

bors by this method and to separate the visual data

from other types.

The next probabilitytest determined the per-

centage of times that positions (x, y), (5, 6),

and (6, 6) gave the same value. The results were:

0.79

0.86 0.86 0.81

0.83 0.91 0.91 0.84 0.76

0.85 0.86 0.81

0.79 .

Of the nearest neighbors, position (7, 6) has the

lowest probabilityand is thus farthest from the

group (5, 6) and (6, 6). This allowa the nearest

neighbors to be broken up into the two dimensions.

Using this method, the whole original order or a

simple”inversion thereof can be reestablished.

Saving obtained a dimensionalordering, the

subroutinewould call another to introducenew pro-

gram into one of the program sections regularly ex-

amined by central control. This new program simply

involves that the com~ter reorder data and store

it. The various calls indicate the location of the

data, of the memory for final reordered storage,

and of the mapping developed by the probability-

analysis subroutine. Thereafter,appearance of new

input data would be immediately followed by re-

ordering of the data.

Note that one does not check on all possible

pairs, because this could waste considerable time

for large arrays. After one reference point has

been analyzed, the results give enough information

to reduce the next check to includingup to only the

the second-nearestneighbors of the original point.

After a while, another pair check over all points

relative to some reference point considerably re-

moved from the first would become important.

Probability-analyzingsubroutines like the ones

discussed can determine the number of dimensions

associated with various types of data. Thus, the

.

.
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visual data would be found to have two dimensions,

whereas the aural data would be found to have only

one.

The random data represent the lowest level in

the intelligenceprogram. The ordered dimension-

alized data representa second level. The pro-

gram should then begin to investigateproperties

at the higher level. For instance, one might

place on the vision screen a capital letterA,

allowing it to translateand rotate in the two di-

mensions of the screen. Various dats-analyzing

subroutineashould be capable of discovering the

boundaries between black and white regions. These

subroutines should also be capable of averaging

along the boundaries to obtain average first and

second derivativesassociated with the boundaries.

Note that various mathematical systems or tech-

niques may be logically similar or even equivalent.

Nevertheless, one system may emphasize one set of

properties and another system may emphasize a dif-

ferent set. Some problemsmay, therefore,be more

easily attacked with one system than with the other.

Both systems may, therefore,have to be available

in the program.

In the case of second derivatives,we see the

need for twn approaches. If two dimensions are

basically different in nature as, say, temperature

and distance, the second derivatived2T/dX2 can be

quite useful. However, for dimensions that are

alike, such as two orthogonal distances, x
1
and x ,

2- 2 2
the derivative d Rids , where s represents dis-

tance along a curve and ~ represents a vector ex-

tending from same origin to that curve, may be more

useful than d2x1/dx~.One advantage of the vector

second derivative is that the magnitude of the re-

sulting vector associated with a given part of an

object does not change as that object is rotated.

This system will allow constant curvature to be

more easily recognized regardless of object orienta-

tion. The simplicityof the circle is thus brought

out.

The program,upon examining the visual image

of the letterA, should store a third level of in-

formation indicating the number of line segments

with smooth first and second derivatives,the val-

ues of these derivativesassociatedwith the line

segments, the number of junctionsbetween line

segments,and their relative positions along the

line segments. It should, furthermore,list

whether completelybounded figures are formed. The

program should check for various simple types of

symmetry that IMY be present. For the A, a plane

of synxnetrywould be discovered. Rotation of the A

until the plane was vertical or horizontal would

cause the valuea of the first derivatives to emphe-

aize this synnnetry. If the A were presentedmuch

more often vertically, the program should pick out

the vertical position as the preferred standard or-

ientation. The vertical A would represent level 4

in the visual hierarchy. If solid bounded regions

were definitely of greater length then width, a

further techniquemight be to reduce such regions,

to representationby the first and important higher

derivativesassociated with a line paased length-

wise through the center of each. Such a technique

would lead to the logical equivalent of a vertical

A formed from three straight lines as a fifth level

of representingthe original visual input data.

Subroutines to obtain all of the levels just

discussed directly are not necessary, because the

higher levels could be learned through induction

after observingmany, many orientationsof the let-

ter A: However, direct programmingof such obvious

devices leads to much quicker attainment of these

higher levels. Among other things, we are inter-

ested in supplying sufficient techniques for rapid

learning.

A sixth level is the application of a code la-

bel to the group of properties of visual level 5.

Besidee analyzing the visual data, the intelligence

program would use probabilityanalysis to sort the

“aural” informationand reorder it into a one-di-

mensional, ordered aural data set. The periodicity

and frequencywould then be discovered by data-

analyzing subroutines.

Now, if one frequencywere often introduced

aurally shortly before an A was to be visually pre-

sented, probabilityanalysis at the highest hier-

archy levels yet developed for the aural and visual

channels should discover the correlationbetween the

visual symbols and the aural frequencies.

At this point, the program develops a hierar-

chical level that is above both the visual and aural

charnels. This level assigns a code symbol to a

group of two things, the highest-levelvisual code
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for A and the highest-levelaural code for the fre-

quency associated withA. Similarly,a code symbol

is assigned to B.

When the program hears the A sound, it has now

learned to expect letter A to soon be visible.

Probabilityanalysia should also, with the aid

of suitable strategies,be able to readily discover

the correlationbetween the intelligence’sinput

and output. Once this correlationis discovered,

the intelligenceshould carry out the reverse mp-

ping to get the outpt code for A and B from the

aural input code for A and B.

The program should aasociate a positive satis-

faction value with A and a negative satisfaction

value with B after probabilityanalysis of the

upper-level data causes the correlationbetween in-

crease in satisfactionand the presence of visual

A to be discovered.

One effective learning strategy is for a pro-

gram to attempt to duplicate in its output high-

level properties that it has discovered through

its input. Having a positive satisfactionassoci-

ated with A, the program should try outputingA

first. The result should be the imnediate appear-

ance of A at the aural input, followed shortly by

the appearance of a visual A and a continual in-

crease in the program’snumerical satisfaction.

This result would be noted by the program which

would adjust itself through the appropriate sub-

routine to continuallyoutput A.

If the program had higher levels of programing

available initially, it could have deduced more di-

rectly that outpatingA would probably control its

aatiafaction. Without higher levels, it must re-

sort to the strategy of simply trying to output all

possible high-level propertiesso far discovered

and obsening the result. If the effect seems good,

a high satisfactionvalue will be assigned to the

given output and it will be used frequentlyin the

future. This lower-leveltechnique is that of learn-

ing throughmimicking the highest-levelbehavior of

the environmentwhich has been recognizedby the in-

telligence.

More advanced work for the program could in-

volve learning about space as a three-dimensional,

rather than two-dimensional,medium and discovering

perspectiverelationshipsinvolved in two-dimension-

al representationsof three dimensions.

The programming that an artificial intelli-

gence has at any given time could have been intro-

duced by direct programming,or much of it could

have been acquired by learning. The important

thing is to develop its overall capacity to learn,

because ultimately learning will be a faster way of

developing the intelligencethen is further direct

programing.

Because problems to be solved in developing

artificial intelligencewill often be broad, it is

beat to break themup into many small, more easily

managed segments.

When a program is first pitted against learn-

ing problems,additions will probsbly have to be

made In terms of basic subroutines to handle new

general aspects. As more and more problem are

attacked by the same program, fewer new basic sub-

routine additions by an external programershould

be required. The goal is to eliminate the need for

these additions.

VII. HEURISTICS

In many areas of investigation,one is faced

with the fact that investigatingall available ave-

nues i“nsearching for a solution to a specific prob-

lemmay be an endless task. There may be too many

avenues available for search.

Starting at one point in mathematics, in scien-

tific research, or even in a chess game, one may be

faced with several possible avenues of investigation

at that point. Continuing down one avenue may lead

to another point where several more choices of di-

rection are available. This type of situation of.

ten blossoms into an ever-expandingand branching

tree of decisions which for all practical purposes

ia unlimited.

Let us consider an idealized situation in which

each point is assumed to have just two branches.

The second level then has four branches, and the
~th

level has 2n or 10
0.3n

branches. If one goes

through only 20 levels, he is faced with a million

possible branches. Usually, problems have mmny more

then two branches at each decision point.

In scientific research, there is an essentially

unlimited number of directions that could be taken

for further investigation. Only some of these will

lead to fairly useful results in a reasonable time.

.

.

.
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In the field of mathematics and logic, there

are unlimited logical and mathematical systems

that could be developed. Again, only some of these

wi,llprove of much practicaluse in the future.

Those fields of mathematicswhich somehow reflect

important aspects of the real world around us will

be useful. Other systems that might have value in

some hypotheticaluniverse may prove useless in

the one with which we are faced.

In binary digital devices, Boolean logic is

important. For this system, variables are allowed

two values, say O and 1.

There are two possibleBoolean values that

have no variables:

f
1 ‘2 “

o 1

The value fl we associate with such concepts as

tlfal~e,!t!Ileastelement,” and “empty act.” The

value f is associatedwith “true,” “greatest ele-
2

ment,” etc.

There are four possible Boolean functions for

a single Boolean variable x:

x
‘1 ‘2 ‘3 ‘4

00 1 0 1

10 0 1 1.

The function fl we associate with the concept of

“contradiction,”f2 with “not” or “complement,”f3

with the variable itself, and f4 with “tautology.”

There are 16 possibleBoolean functions for tvm

Boolean variablea x and y:

XY ‘1 ‘2 ‘3 ‘4 ‘5 ‘6 ‘7 ‘8
000101010 1

010 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

100 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

110 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(x y) f9 flo fll f12 f13 f14 f15 f16

(00)0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

(01)0 o 1 1 0 () 1 1

(lo) o 0 0 0 1 1 1“1
(11)1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .

We associate fl with such concepts as “contradic-

tion,” “least element,”and “empty set;” f with
4

“not x;” f6 with “not y;” f7 with “+;” f9 with ‘land!!

or “nj” flo with “~t;” f~1 with “y;” f12 with “+;”

’13
with “x;” f14 with “-;” f15 with “or” or “U;”

. .
and ’16

with “tautology,”etc. The functions not

mentioned can be expressed as combinationsof these.

For instance, f2 can be expressed as “not x and not

y“ or as “not (x or y).”

An interesting fact is that all Boolean func-

tions can be expressed by an appropriate combina-

tion of the variables with “not,” “or,” or “and.”

All of the logic in the computer can be expressed

by appropriate combinationsusing these three Boo-

lean functions.

Now all subsets of a set with the ordering re-

lation “is a subset of’ form a Boolean algebra.

Because artificial intelligencemust deal with bi-

nary variables and with various hierarchies de-

rived from sets of binary variables, one is faced

with sets and subsets of “properties”which the in-

telligence is required to analyze. If we deal with

objects that are defined by the presence or absence

of various properties,the situation can be ex-

pressed by Boolean functions. .Thewhole set of

Boolean functions of n variablesforma a Boolean

algebra.-—.
We have already seen that some Boolean func-

tions are quite valuable to us. The difficulty of

investigatingthe usefulness of all the Boolean

“functionsfor n variables is great if n is very

large. The total number, N, of Boolean functions

for n variables is

N=22n .

If the intelligence faced with 10 properties

wished to make s probabilityanalysis to check the

correlations for all of the possible sets of these

propertiesor their absence, there would be

22n

or about 1~300, different probability correlations

that could be investigated. High values for such

correlationsgive a basis for defining a new “ob-

ject;” that is, labeling an important class of

phenomena that may often appear together. For in-

stance, a cow has a certain set of properties that

appear together. A dog has a somewhat different

set. These particular sets of propertieswe deem

important because they often appear together in our

environment,and we label these seta with the terms

“cow” or udog.!!

We have noted that there are 10
300 possible

probabilitycorrelationsthat might be performed on

the 10 properties. This representsa totally
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unmanageablenumber of possibilitiesthat could be

investigated.

Consider 3 x 10
22

atoms/cm3 and light going 3
10 10

x 10 cm/sec for 3.2 x 107 secjyr for 2 x 10 yr

(a diameter of 2x 1028 cm for the universe). The

volume of the universe could be assumed to be

about 108’
107

cm3, and it could contain 3 x 10

atoms at normal Earth densities. We neglect gravi-

tational effects for our hypotheticalsituation.

Even if the universe were packed solid with atoms

at normal Earth surface densities and each atmn

were assumed to represent from one to several bits

of information storage, there would not be nearly

enough storage for the job. The number of storage

locations is smaller than the number of possibili-

ties to be investigatedby a factor of around
~0200

which is an unmanageably large number.

A computer operating at 108 operations per

second for 30 billion years would manage only 10
26

operations.

In our real world we have not just 10, but

many, many properties,characteristics,etc., to

deal with. We thus see that any approach used,

not only by ourselves but by the artificial-intelli-

gence program,must involve more efficientmethods

than an orderly investigationof every possibility

present.

All of this discussion points out that “heur-

istic methods” or “strategies”that do not always

succeed but often lead to short cuts must be used.

The overall problem of an intelligenceis to

build up new internalmodels of reality that re-

flect the character of reality better than earlier

models did. In this way, the intelligenceshould

be better able to predict what will happen in the

future and be better able to influence events so

that the future will more nearly satisfy the goals

of the intelligence.

In attempting to generate new models, one

might use a very general technique that ia basi-

cally simple and applicable to many different types

of situations. Otherwise, one might turn to a

large group of specializedtechniques,one tech-

nique being applied to one specific situation and

another technique to another.

In terms of general techniques,an important

point to consider is that biological evolutionmay

in some respectsbe logically equivalent to the

development of intelligence. A biologicalmodel is

played against the environment. A random change is

made in the model, and the modification is also

allowed to interact with the environment. ‘That

model which beat reflects the nature of the environ-

ment is retained, and a new mutation is tried. The

new models may be thought of as new hypotheses that

are modifications of earlier ones. The new ones

are tested against the environment,and if they

better model or reflect the true nature of the en-

vironment they survive. This is analogous both to

inductive reasoning and to the scientificmethod.

With the above idea in mtnd Fogel, Owens, and

Walsh have developed a method called simulated

evolution.ll Basically, the method involves start-

ing with a model of several finite states and a

specific state diagram. The model predicts the

next input symbol. When the next symbol has been

introduced,the program checks to see whether the

predictionwas or was not correct. The program

also creates a new model by slightlymodifying the

original, perhaps by a random procedurebased on

random-numbertables. The predictionsof the new

model are also checked against later input infor-

mation. Of the original and modified models, that

one is retained which is most successful in its

predictions. After eliminating the least success-

ful model, the programmodifies the retainedver-

sion to generate still a new model and again checks

the success in prediction. This process is continu-

ally repeated aa a method of creating better models

of the environment.

This technique can handle a large variety of

problems,and varioua heuristic procedurescan be

introduced to improve the modification technique,

thereby reducing the average time required to gen-

erate a better model. Furthermore,reward and pen-

alty values for correctly or incorrectly predicting

a given tYPe of fnmt symbol can be varied for each

kind of input symbol used so that the “goals” of

the program can be modified.

imposed for specific typea of

For iustance, a penalty added

machine would tend to prevent

the number of states as model

Penalties can also be

model modification.

for each state of the

excessive increase in

evolution continued.

The environment presented to the program might

be made completely deterministicso that it could

be perfectly predictedby a model with enough

.
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states. In that instance, penalties imposed for in-

creasing the number of states might cauae evolved

models to continue to have fewer states then would

be required to predict the environment perfectly.

Then the models would have less than unit proba-

bility of correctly predicting the environment.

Thus, penalty for complexity ia a parameter that

can be adjusted to range from a purely statistical

view to a purely deterministicview of such an en-

vironment.

The programsused by Fogel et al. were rela-

tively simple and short considering the broad range

of problems they could handle successfully. How-

ever, the computer time required to solve a given

problem could be much longer then would be re-

quired by a program designed for the specific type

of problem under consideration. In artificial-

intelligenceprogramming,reduction of time required

for problem solving is extremely important.

As an example, consider the ordered set of bi-

nary symbols 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 00 0 1 1 0 0 0

0111111. If the environmentwere made up

simply of ,repetitionsof such a group, then a sub-

routine written to discover deterministiccyclic be-

havior could discover this property much more readi-

ly than could the simulated evolution program. The

procedure would be to shift the first symbol until

it matched a similar sumbol in the original se-

quence. Then a second shifted symbol would be ex-

amined to see if a match still remained. If S0,

similar examinationwould continue until a dis-

crepancy was found. Once a discrepancywas dis-

covered, the first symbol would be shifted again

until a new discrepancywas discovered. Once dis-

crepancy ceased over a number of symbols several

times larger than the number of shifts originally

used, a short-termcycling would be discovered and

noted. A later change in the ordered group used

would be recognizedby the program as such, and the

new group and the extent of its repetition could

also be discovered.

Because there are too many ways in which a mod-

erate number of symbols could have order coded into

them, only relativelysimple types of ordering will

be heuristicallyworth investigatingby any finite

device. This is true of man as well as of machines.

Special subprogramsshould be developed to seek

out rapidly those types of ordering or correlation

that past experience has ahown to be important.

The taak of the main program is to look at a

set of data and aee how it fits into categories dis-

covered to be important in the past. It would then

call upon those specialized subroutinesin order of

the importanceassigned to them in connectionwith

the category under consideration. One by one, the

subroutineswould each attack the data until im-

portant informationhad been discovered about the

data, or until either the time asaigned to the prob-

lem or the list of special subroutines ran out.

This provides a powerful look at the data over a

limited time span. If the problem cannot be solved

in that time span by those techniques,it is by-

passed. It may be retained in memory until more ad-

vanced techniquesare learned, or it may simply be

erased, leaving only a remark in memory at higher

hierarchy levels about the type of problem and its

present insolubility.

The evolutionarytechnique is actually in-

herent in any development of artificial intelli-

gence. A relatively simple approach will be in-

sufficientas a heuristic method for rapidly solv-

ing b“roadclasses of problems, however. The heuris-

tic approach demands extensive specialized pro-

graming. One thus makes great gains in average

learning speed at the expense of using more memory

for the storage of larger, complex programs, It is

the very application of a limited specific program

to a specific kind of problem which allows the com-

puters to solve narrow problems today so much more

rapidly then can a human being.

Some methods for obtaining optimum effective-

ness are for the program to improve its own:

(1) information-storagecapacity in quality

and quantity

(a) by eliminating Less-imp.rtantdata

from storage entirely

. Primitively,by eliminatingdata that

occur or are used infrequently,

g by eliminating data that have been

analyzed, but saving the results of the

analysis,

● by eliminating data that do not seem

very relevant to the goals,

(b) by optimizing the coding system used

for storing data with respect to
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g method of representationused

● frequencyof occurrence of specific

types of data

(2) information-processingapeed and quality

(a) by representingthe data in storage

using a method that reflectsmany of the

relationshipsamong the data so that logical

processingafter storage of the data is re-

duced to a minimum,

(b) by storing processed results, or

by preprocessingthe data and storing the

results for table lookup if the results are

expected to be used frequently,

(c) by storing the data so that

. frequencyof data appearance or use is

stressed,

. the importance of data to goal attain-

ment is stressed,

(3) methods of discovery

(a) by analyzing past successes for coumnon

characteristicsto use as guides for future

decleions,

(b) by determining the relative frequen-

cies with which alternate methods success-

fully deal with a particular kind of prob-

lem,

(c) by mimicking or imitating the proce-

dures of educated intelligentbeings in

the environmentto permit rapid transfer

of useful algorithms from the educated to

the uneducated.

VIII. RELIABILITY

Consider a computer having N identical and in-

dependent elements, each of which has two stable

states. Let t representtime, and let the basic

time unit be one computer cycle. Let p(t) be the

probability that at least one error has been made

by a specific element in time t; let q(t).be the

probability that no error has occurred during time

t; and let T = l/p(l).

We must keep in mind that if a given alement

comaits two errors during time t, the result will

return it to its original value as though no error

had occurred. If T is large, say around 1018 cycle

times or 1010 sec for a time of 10 nsec, the relax-

ation time of a single element would be 300 yr.

For t << T, we can neglect the double-erroreffect.

For a whole group of N independentunits

passing through one cycle,

‘N (1) = q(l)N ,

=[1-p(l)]N ,

= [l- T-l]N ,

. l-N+WL
T .

T’

-N~l+
3! -.3 .... .

If ’r~land T29N,

QN(l)=l-#+~,
.

T=

F)’-+’(Y+”””‘
or

For i time interval

QN (t)-[QN (l)]t

~ e+(tfr)

t, this becomes

,

,

is only approximatebe-where the first equality

cause of the previouslymentioned double-error

effect that can occur as t grows larger.

If’T=10
18

cycles for an individualelement
18

and a computer ia made up of 10 elements, there

w-illbe a probability

at least one computer

cycle of

PN(l) = 1 - e-l

PN (1) with N = 10L8-thst

error had occurred in one

2

9

rate.

stored redundantlyin three

= 0.63

which is a high error

If each bit were

elements by increasing the

3X1O
18

, one could choose

if a discrepancyarose due

case

p’ (1) =3[P (1)]’

= 3/T2 ,

number of elements to

the two that were alike

to error. For such a

Y

.

.

.

.
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=3 X10-36 .

This gives a relaxation time

35
T’ =3X1O

for the group of three elements. For the overall

computer, we have

P; (1)
~ ~ - e-lo18/3xlo35

= 3 x 10-18

,

We thereby see that for very long times the

individual aging of the elements actually becomes

a critical factor. This aging may cause T for a

given element to either gradually or abruptly d6-

crease toward 2. The only protectionagainst this

is to build new hardware before the decay of the

old has become important,and to transfer the

stored information from the old to the new.

Using the above mentioned techniques should

provide nearly perfect reliability for key informa-

tion and logical processes.

as the probabilitythat an error occurred in one

cycle. The redundancyhas thus decreased the pro-

babili:~ for error in one cycle by a factor of

2X1O which is a great imprwement.

‘lokeep the time constant for the group of
35

three elements near the high level of 3 x 10 ,

the set must be constantly recheckedand, if nec-

essary, reset. For example, after 10
15

cycles,

there would otherwise be a probabilityof

3 x 1015/1018,
-3

or 3 x 10 , that at least one of

the group was in error. Because there would be no

check to correct the error, the probability that a

second error per cycle would occur in another of
-18

the group would be only 2 x 10 . The probability

of a group error occurring in one cycle would then

be 3 x 10-3
-18 -21

X2X1O , or 6 x 10 . ThenT’
35

would have dropped from 3 x 10 to 1.7x 1020
18

which is much closer to T = 10 for a single ele-

ment of the group.

To minimize the possible improper setting of

the whole group by an error in the checking device,

it ia probably best for the device to check the

whole group, but be allowed to set only one speci-

fic member at a time. Better yet, three checking

devices, one to reset each memory element, could

protect against total checking-devicefailure.

Three checking devices for a group of five memory

elements would probably be a more justifiableratio.

Then r’ would be1053 cycle times. Forthewer-

all computer,we would then have r’ computer

= 1035. If the basic cycle time were 10
-8

see, T’
27 19

computer = 10 see, or 3 x 10 , or 30 billion

billion yr. If computer elements didn’t age and

cause their T’s to increase,after 30 billion yr

the probabilitythat at least one error had oc-

curred within the overall computer would be only

10-9.

Ix. HARDWARE

In digital computers,we are dealing with fi-

nite-state devices, whereas the human brain is in

certain respects an analogue device having an in-

finite set of states. Because digital computers

are subject to component breakdown, they also are

really not entirely finite, but lose their value to

us as they drift away from the original finite-

atate constructiondesigned into them.

The finite character of a digital device

should not be thought of as a serious limitation

compared to continuous analogue devices. The num-

ber of possible programs that could be introduced

into a large computer is greater then we could ever

have time to actually introduce. For instance, if

a computer were progranunedto add a 1 to a 60-bit

word initially set at O, once every nanosecond, it

would take about 32 yr for the number represented

by 60 ones to be reached. It would take 32 yr just

to shift one word in storage through all of ita

possible states. A computer with a photostore of

1012 bits will have 21012 possible states, which

is an unmanageably large number. Restrictionsare

not severe because of the digital aapect used.

Rather, certain specific programsmay require more

storage space than is available in a specific com-

puter.

Analogue devices are, of course, much more use-

ful than digital devices for certain problems and

are often joined with digital devices, each device

handling that part of an overall problem for which

it is best suited.

Let us now consider the present state of com-

puter memory and information-processingspeed com-

pared to that of the brain. Some computers Mve a



very fast central memory with a storage capacity of

up to 107 bits; slower access discs add about

2 x 109 bits, and a photostoreadda another 10
12

bits. This compares with the brain’s storage capa-
14

city of perhaps 10 or 1015 bits. However, a sig-

nificant part of the brain is devoted to control-

ling the very complex functioningof the biological

system, rather than to high-level thought processes.

In a computer system, all the informationin

an encyclopediavolume can be stored In a memory

of about 5 x 107 bits. A memory of 10
15

bits

could store all the printed informationin the

world today.

Although some computers have components that

operate up to a million times faster than those of

the brain, the brain, nevertheless,can process

much more informationper second. This is because

the brain has more active logic or control com-

ponents than present computers, and is of primarily

parallel construction,whereas computers are pri-

marily serial. The parallel constructionfrees

more active units to operate simultaneously.

The status of computer hardware is rapidly im-

proving, however, because of the rapid advances

being made in electronics. According to F. G.

Heath>2 “The most volatile technology of the pre-

sent industrialage la that provided by electronics.

Since the introductionof the translator in 1948 -

which in ita day seemed a marvel of compactnesscom-

pared with the glass vacuum tube - the size of elec-

tronic devices has been reduced by a factor of 10

roughly every five years. This works out to a com-

pression approaching 100,000 between 1948 and 1970.”
.

Vacuum-tubes requiredmore than 10 cma to

store a bit of information,ferrite cores store

around 104 bits/cm3, large-scaleintegrated circuit-

ry may improve this to 105 bits/cm3 or better,

magnetic-bubble technologymay store from 105 tO

perhaps 109 bits/cm3 or more. If we can develop de-

vices that store a bit in a space of one cubic mi-

cron containing roughly 30 billion atnms, the den-

sity would be 1012 bits/cm3, or about that of the

brain. Solid-statememory units would not have to

be confined to the size of the brain, however. A

10-m3 block at this last density would give an over-

all capacity of 1021 bits, or a million times

that of the brain. We must remind ourselves that

only one milliohth of such a capacity would be

required for storage of all presently printed

information.

Computer component speed may continue to in-

crease significantlyin the next few decades. Par-

allel operation by peripheral processors is even

now incorporatedinto the more sophisticatedcom-

puters. Artificial-intelligenceprograms can prob-

ably make better use of a higher logic-to-memory

ratio than can normal programs presently in use.

That is, artificial-intelligenceprograms are more

amenable to simultaneousparallel operation of var-

ious subsectionsthan are other types of programs.

Therefore, hardware incorporatingmore parallel op-

eration w-illprobably be constructed for artificial-

Intelligenceresearch.

One of the important factors in developing

hardware for artificial-intelligencesystems is the

limit to which component size can be decreased

while retaining both good reliabilityand good ac-

cess speed. Freiser and Marcus
13

estimate that

biological cells may store around 3 x 1019 bits/cm3

stably at temperaturesof at least 98.6°F. They

note that the read-out or transcriptionrate is

only about 5 x 104 bits/see, however. Note that

the poliomyelitisvirus is only 12 nq.i,or about 36

atoms, in diameter. Such a amsll volume can still

contain about 50,000 atoms. If one made the aver-

age diameter of each solid-statecomponent 100 ~,
21

a cubic meter would contain 10 components.

Assuming that a television receiver can gener-

ate 5 x 106 spots of informationper second on a

screen, two billion such sets would take nearly a

full day to lay down 1021 spots. The manufacture

of an electronic component is certainlymore com-

plicated than the task of leaving dark or brighten-

ing a spot on a televisionscreen for an instant.

Thus, we see that the task of manufacturing 1021

components is formidable.

The use of light on photosensitivematerials

to develop the designs required should continue to

be an importantmethod for manufacturing large num-
-7hers of components. A wave length of, say, 10 cm

for photons used in componentmanufacture wnuld aL-

10W 5 x 1015 photons per second to be generated by

each watt of power transformedto light at that

wavelength. One would have to uae a large number

,

. I

I
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,

of photons to develop the overall design of each,

component,however.

x.. GBNSRAL PROH3SAL

Perhaps the best approach to artificial-in-

telligencedevelopment is to attempt two different

developments simultaneously. One area of develop-

ment should be concernedwith creating a more ad-

vanced compiler to relieve the programer of as

much work as possible. This should decrease the

amount of time wasted in laborious prograsdng and

free more time for fundamentaldevelopment. De-

velopments in this area would provide better tools,

bookkeeping on computer use, and some improvements

in logic.

The second area of development should be di-

rected toward creating a program with advanced

goal levele,motivation, high levels of data corre-

lation and code optimization,a well developed hi-

earchy including low as well as high world-model

levels, and powerful discovery and learning tech-

niques.

Both sreas should be developed simultaneously

so that the improvementsin organization,data cor-

relation, self prograssuing,and general optimiza-

tion discovered in the second area till be avail-

able for improving the first area. The detailed

needs for an imprwed compiler to be used in pro-

gramming in the second area will not be known until

developments in the second area are attempted. ul-

timately, the results from both areas will be com-

bined to give the best possible overall system capa-

bility. Only if developmentsin both areaa are

carried out simultaneouslywill a very good level

of compatibilitybe likely when the time comes to

join the two together.

More specifically,the goals for the two areas

of developmentmight be:

A. Advanced Compiler Developsent

We wish to create a program that can:

. increase the scope of tasks the computer

can accomplishmathematically,logically,and

scientifically,

. develop and compile complicated programs

based on limited input information,

● make reasonableassumptions and use them

whenever possible,rather than rejecting a

problem,

. interact with and inform the progratmnerin

a more advanced manner,

. take and use the programmer’ssuggestions

about method of attack, etc.,

. do bookkeeping on computer use and optimize

on the basis of the results,

. understand a greater amount of information

presented in human language,

. correlate large bodies of scientific in-

formation originally presented in human

language.

B. IntelligenceDevelopment

We wish to create a program that can:

● learn facte from somewhat random infor-

mation,

. develop from primitive to higher world-

model levels through interactionwith its

environment,

c allow a high level of cross-referencing

and diverse property interaction,

● reprogram internally,

0 optimize internally,

. develop new hierarchies and appropriately

optimized codes internally,

● Pursue advanced goals,

● create new subgoals internally,

. determine part of its job prioritiesin-

ternally (self motivation),

● visualize internally,

. learn to directly and indirectlycontrol

an environmentwithin which it exists,

. solve problems within the environment,

. interact with other intelligentbeings in

the environment,

. learn methods, language, facts, and theo-

ries from other beings within the environment,

● formalize facts learned through inductive

reasoning.

Some further reasons for pursuing solutions in

the second area are the following. Discovery pro-

grame probably provide much the etrongest impetus

for solving the problem of algorithm development

within the computer itself. Statisticallyaided

inductive (discovery)programs are necessary to

higher level and wider scope of effective informa-

tion interaction. Scnneaspects of discovery pro-

grams are required for self-correction. Total in-

ternalizedunderstandingwill probably only come
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through prograanningthat encompasses low as well

as high world-model levels. The entire spectrum

of levels should be present. Aids to facilitate

changes in relatively“rigid” programs, such as

wI1l be pursued at first in advanced compiler de-

velopment will probably be insufficientto help

much in changing “advanced” program (the dis-

covery type). The discovery programs should pro-

vide much stronger impetus for solving problems of

high-level referencingand optimization. The

greatest ease in programing and higheat levels of

analysis will be obtained only with the develop-

ment of such programs. Understandingof creativity

or high-level discovery learning processes and lo-

gic alao will come only with development of these

programs.

The com~ter should have an internal world

model that characterizesenough of the important

aspects of the human environment so that it can

understand or associate meaning with many terms in

human language that are important for any satis-

factory, broad, high-level communicationwith hu-

man beings.

Because men is capable of creative thought,

perhaps it is good heuristics to see whet is re-

quired to evolve a program along evolutionary lines

involving environmentalinteraction for learning.

Evolution has certainly prograannedsome suc-

cessful heuristics into animal and human mentality.

One example of input to a program for advanced

compiler development,which the program should be

capable of handling, is:

Al = P2/Pl

P =F1(T)

F1(T) =

T =F2(E)

F2(E) =

E2 = El - DELTAE - BIAS + CF

Xl.= N1/(Nl +N2)

N1 = WTCD / 112.40

N2 = WTS@L/MW

WTCD = ((BZ - BR)/BF) +@4T

INPUT DATA

Mw=

WTS@L =

BF =

BZ =

OW’I =

BIAS =

CF =

BR= , , , ,

El= , , , ,

DELTAS = , , , ,

E3= , , , ,

E4= , , , ,

RESULTS

BSHIFT = BZ - BR, Nl, Tl, T2,

TTOPl = T3, TT(5P2= T4, DELTAT =

T1 - T2, Al, 1 -A1,N2=1-N1,

DUNDEE = (1 - Al)/N2, Pl, P2

Of course the programmerwould fill in the

exact numerical or functionalinformationon the

right aide of the inccsnpleteequations above before

introducingthe problem to the computer. The com-

~ter should then do algebraic manipulations to

simplify expressionswhere possible. A listing of

the steps in simplificationshould be printed out

for the programmer’sinformation. A program

should be campiled and run if enough informationis

present; otherwise the progranxnershould be told

what further information is required. A FORTRAN

output sketch of the final program might be help-

ful. “Partof the computer’s decision to run or not

run a program should be based on the number and

type of uncertaintiesin the problem input and the

estimted running time of the problem.

An example of a beginning problem in intelli-

gence developmentwas discussed in Sec. VI.

XI. CONCLUSIONS

The organizationof the brain, which presumab-

ly arose through former chance interactionsof our

ancestors with their environment,does not seem

really efficient for high levels of thought. This

is partially demonstratedby considering that a

present-daycomputer wfth a billionth the informa-

tional processing speed and memory of the brain can

solve complex but narrow problems a million times

more quickly than can a men using a desk calculator.

This is true not only for arithmetic problems but

also for comnon deductive-logicproblems. This iS
15

a factor of 10 improvement in organisation for

narrow problems. A far better heuristic approach

can be expected when extensive research into artifi-

cial intelligenceimproves our methods of carrying

out inductive logic.

,

.
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By various duplicationtechniques in pro-

grarmningor in herdwere construction,the stability

of informationstored in the solid-statedevices

can be increased to any level necessary. The arti-

ficial intelligencethen need only decide the val-

ue of retainingor discardinga piece of informa-

tion at any given time and can either store or

erase ft. The high-level part of the program does

not require constant repetition in order to retain

obscure facts in memory as doea the brain.

Improved learning and discovery techniques,

faster retention,larger and far better memory, a

faster informationprocessingrate, and a greater

well-coordinatedfund of knowledge give artificial

intelligencean edge over men if these areas are de-

veloped. Its capacity for self-understandingowing

to the availabilityof its hardwere diagrams and

logic program gives the artificial intelligencea

much better chance of improving itself rapidly than

doea the complex, little-underatoodbiological

mechanism of the human brain.

A high-levelartificial intelligenceshould be

able to accelerateadvances in almost any field of

research and development.

Now would eeem to be the best time for putting

a -jor national effort into artificial-intelli-

gence development.
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APPENDIX

PROBABILITYAND INDUCTIVE RSASONING

Inductive reasoninguses probabilityanalysis

as a basic tool for discoveringrestrictionsin the

environment. These restrictionslimit the number

of possibilitiesallowed, thus decreasing the

“randomness”and increasing the “order” of the en-

vironment. If no order ie present in the environ-

ment, then probabilityanelysia will prove uninfor-

mative. The more order one discovers in the en-

vironment, the more one is said to “understand”the

environmentt.

Consider a numericalvariable v, derived by

some method from one or more properties of the en-

vironment. Many checks of the environmentmay be

made to determine the momentary value of the vari-

able. As the number of checks, n, grows large, the

variable is observed for trends.

The degree of order decreases with the results

observed as follows:

(1) v= O foralln, orv= 1 for all n,

(2) v = finite constant for all n,

(3) v ~ O or 1 as n grows large,

(4) v+ finite constant as n growe large,

(5) v = f(n) -#constant as n grows large,

(6) v remains within finite bounds,

(7) none of the above are discovered.

If no order is determined directly from v,

other variables derived from v and n may be checked

for possible order.

The most important reason that

sidered more significantthan other

that the frequency of occurrence of

event relative to some total number

O and 1 are con-

conetants is

a given type of

of events is a
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very useful function that has O and 1 as extremes.

Also worth noting is that O is a unique number

relative to addition or subtractionso that

0+0+ ....+0=0.

0-0- ....-0=0.

and 1 is a unique number relative to multipli-

cation or division so that

lXIX ....X1=1.

1111 ....11=1.

The equation no = 1 relates O and 1 for any non-

zero real number, n. The binary system based on

O and 1 can express any number to any required de-

gree of accuracy. Finally, Boolean logic based on

O and 1 can be used for logical expressionsand

deduction.

If v falls into categories 6 or 7, a statisti-

cal treatmentmay be carried out in the hope of dis-

covering some order. A new variable, ~, is derived

from v and n using the definition

n
1

Vs; & v.
1

.

This average takes on a value for each value of n,

so that v can then be checked for order according

to categories 3, 4, 6, and 7.

If ~ falla into categories 3 or 4, further in-

formationmay be obtained by checking~z, defined

as

n

or the variance,

v.u&( vi-;)’ .

Still higher moments about the mean might also be

important to check.

Finally, although ~ for some variable does not

approach a constant limit over long intetiala, it

msY tend to be cOnfined within relatively narrow

limits over smaller intervals. Thus, averaging

over moderate intervalsmay yield a new set that

has much less scatter over any small range of n.

A continuous curve passed through the new aet may

yield a useful functionof n.

Now we turn to observationof the environment.

One may specify certain conditions that must be

met before making an observation. Once these

conditions have been met, one checks to see whether

a certain final condition, such as, perhaps, the

occurrence of a certain property,has also been

met. If the condition has been met, we say a cer-

tain event, E, has occurred; otherwise, we say the

event has not occurred. A numerical variable, x,

ISSY be Obtained frcm such obaervatfonsby assigning

the value 1 to the variable whenever E occurs and

asaigning O otherwise.

If x satisfies the requirementsof category 1,

we say that the initial set of conditions deter-

mines the occurrence or nonoccurrenceof the speci-

fied event. We are then highly confident that when-

ever the initial conditionsare brought about, the

final condition is controlled.

If x does not fall within category 1, we turn

to statisticalanalysis to see whether the initial

conditionshave establishedany control over the

final condition.

If = satisfies category 4, a degree of control

has been established. Then we call the constant

approached by x the probability,p, of event E.

Note that = does not necessarilyhave to satisfy—

category 4; = may only fit category 6, in which

case, there is ~ probabilityassociated with ~.

To understand the last statement,consider a

coin. If one places a coin carefullyhe can cauae

heads or tails to occur as he desires. If someone

else records how the coin is placed each time, an

analysis involving averaging can be undertaken. If

a O ia assigned to tails and a 1 to heads, the per-

son controlling the coin might place it so that the

average approached any desired constant between O

and 1. However, rather than doing this, he can

alao place the coin so that the average never

settles toward a constant value! This is accom-

plished by, over a period of time, setting a short-

term average that always lies significantlyto one

specific side of the overall average. The short-

term averages are alwaya kept on the same side of

the long-term average until the overall average has

shifted significantly. Smsetime after significant

shift of the overall average, the short-termaver-

ages may be shifted to the other side. Thus, the

long-termaverage may be caused to approach any con-

stant value as n grows large, or it nuy be caused to

fluctuate constantly between any pair of limits

within the range from O to 1.

.
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One cannot logicallydeduce that a person, when

he flips the coin into the air and lets i.tfall

some distance before bouncing to a standstill,will

cause the average to approach a finite constant.

Rether, it is observed by induction that when peo-

ple flip coins in this manner the result is an av-

erage that does approach a constant. The symmetry

of the coin is noted to correlate well with the

value 1/2.

When a die ie thrown, it is noted that symme-

try alone is not enough to set the probabilityof

one face at 1/6. Further, the density must be uni-

form and the magnetizationmust be zero.

We can no more deduce that any type of event

must have a probabilityassociatedwith it then we

can deduce that gravity,matter, or energy must ex-

ist. The fact that many eventa do have a probabil-

ity is an indicationof the great amount of order-

ing in our environment.

Observationsof the physical environment thus

lead one to conclude that at the most elemental

levels of the physical universe it must be theo-

retically possible to associate a probabilitywith

any given variable by placing appropriate con-

straints upon enough other variables. This fact

might be called the Law of Natural Probability.

This law is as fundamentalto the working of our

universe as are the laws of conservationof energy

and momentum. Philosophically,becauae all other

laws can be expressed in terms of this one, the

Natural ProbabilityLaw may be considered the most

fundamentalof all. This law is the reason that

statisticalanalysis is so useful.

Note that the results observed from flipping a

coin anticipate the probabilityapproach of Quan-

tum Mechanics. The probabilityaspect of nature is

aleo fundamentalto the possibilityof evolution,

inductive reasoning,and learning. The development

of intelligentlife rests firmly upon this founda-

tion.

Becauee any condition can be observed to only

a finite degree of accuracy, everythingdealing

with the environment,including a probabilityval-

ue or the constancy of a specified condition, is

subject to some degree of uncertainty.

To eimplify the developmentof statisticaltheo-

ry, we abstract the propertiesobserved to be im-

portant in the environmentand idealize them. Thue,

we diecusa ideal events where restriction can be

kept absolutely constant and where L~m ~ “ P, an

absolute constant. Thus we idealize the concept of

probability.

Probabilitycorrelationsbetween two types of

events, El and E2, are very important for dis-

covering order among many kinds of events. Thus,

we begin to deal with compound events and set theo-

ry. Consider the compound event, E3, which is the

union of El and E2. That is, E3 is defined as

being the occurrence of either El, or E2, or of

both. This can be diagramed as in Fig. 1A. An-

othar compound event, E4, may be defined as the

intersectionof El and E2 which is diagranxnedaa in

Fig. 2A.

The probability that out of n events x eventa

will have both El and E2 occurring together ia

P@L), or P(EIO E2). The probabilitythat out of

n events x events will have El,

curring is P(E3) or P(E1 + E2).

specting the diagrams that

‘2’
or both, oc-

We note by in-

P(E1 +E2) = P(E1) + P(E2) - p(E1= E2) .

The conditional probability,P(E21E1), of

event E2 on the condition that E~ has occurred ia

P(E1* E2)
P(E21E1) =

P(E1) “

If the occurrence of one event does not change—

the probabilityof occurrence of another, the two

evente are aaid to be “independent.“ Thus, El and

E2 are independentif

t i r

pq Ip
Fig. IA. Events El, E2, and E3 = El + E2.
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Fig.

of

to

Eo‘4
2A. Event E4 ~ El. E2.

Independenceof events allows a simplification

:he multiplication

p@1*E2) = p(E1)

P(EIO E2) = P(E1)

Also, rearrangingthe

P (E2) .

last equation gives

O = P(E1. E2) - P(E1) P (E2) .

If

n

P(E1) .mxi = = and P(E2) = ~ ~ Y,

-Y >

then

n
~

q

.-
.

n i=
Xiyi+xy -~Yi -Fxi )’

=Q(A(Yi-n .“

This last term ia called the “covariance”of x and

y and ia denoted by COV(X, y). If the covariance

is zero, events El and E2 are independent.

We note that the variance of the sum of two

variables is given by

n

NV(X+Y)=* - (xi + Yi) - (;+;)]2 ,

-L
n q:1(xi -3 +(Yi -3]2 ,

= ::, [(xi -32 +2 (xi -3(Y, -;)

-2
+ (y. - y)

1
1

,

= v(x) + 2 Cov(x,y) + v(y) .

If El and E2 are independent,

V(x+y) =V(x) +V(y) .

Note that if P(E1. E2) - 0, El and E2 are

mutually exclusive; that is, if El occurs, E2 does

not occur. If P(EIO E2) / P(E1) p (.E2)= 1,

El and E2 are independent. If P(E21E1) = 1, El is

included in E .
2

If P(E11E2) - 1, E2 is included in

‘1”
If El and E2 are mutually inclusive,whenever

El occurs, E2 also occurs and vice versa. This

last situation representsone of the two highest

forma of ordering through probabilitycorrelation.

The other highest form of order occurs when

P(E1 +E2) I=1 and P(E1- E2) = O, in which caae all

events that are not E2 must be El.

Note that the events El and E2 break UP the

sample space into four elementary regions as shown

in Fig. 3A.

m~lo~

l–

I*E2 ; 1“E2

Fig. 3A. A sample space having two primary events.

.
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There are 16 pOssible sets that can be made up

from this elementary set, so the elementary set is

importantand the probabilitiesassociated with

each element can be determined. The sum of these

probabilitiesmust add up to unity.

We thus conclude that the most important prob-

abilities to determine are:

(1) P(E1)

(2) P(E2)

(3) p(El~ E2)

(4) P(E1* ??2)

(5) P(El” :2)

(6) P(~l. E2)

(7) P(E21E1) - P(E2)

(8) p(E11E2) - p(E1)

Whenever (7) is zero, (8) must also be zero,

indicating that El and E2 are independent.

KT/jb: 353 (100)
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